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, WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO OFF-CENTER
POSITIONS OF THE WING AND TO THE DOWNWASH AT THE TAIL

By Am Smvmsmm and Jams A. Wmm

SUMMARY

The theow of wind-tunnel lmundaryinjhence on ilu
downwaaiijrom a wing hue been exkvuhd to provide more
complete correctti for application to aixplune teat
&a. The jir8t 88di0?Lof the report gioee the COlWCth18
at the lifting liw for wing podhn.e abooe or below the
tunmidcenier lim; the 88COlld88Cti0718hOW8the manner

in which the induced boundary in$?uence changtx with
distance a$tof tlw lifti~ line.

VaJue3 of the boundaw corwdiona are given for o#-
oenter poti of the wing in oirixdur, 8quure1 ~:1
rectangulm, and 9:1 elliptical tunne.k. Aft of tlw wing
tha corredi0n8 are prewmh?dfor ody the 8quure and the

3:1 rectangdur tunnele, but it is lw-hved that ihwe may
be app&.d to jets of ci?vdur and %:1 diptiud ero88 8eu

tiow In ail came red% are inci?udedjor both open and
d088d tunnelk

INTRODUCTION

The i.nfhmnce of wind-tunnel boundaries on the
dovnmmh at the lifting line of an airfoil has been the
subject of considerable theoretical and experimental
study. The investigations have been primarily wm-
fiaed to the problem of dekmining the average down-
wash over the span of an airfoil located in the center
of a wind-tunnel test section. Prandtl (reference 1)
first demonstrated the general method of analyais and
gave numerical valuea for the magnitude of boundary
influence on airfoilaof tite span tested at the center of
either an open or a closed circular tunnel. (31auert,
Terazawa, Theodonxm, Rosenhead, and Taniand San&i
(references 2 to 8) extended this theory to include ill
the more conventional tunnel sections; that is, square,
rectangular, and elliptical. The theoretical results
for the central wing position are presented in figure 1
(from reference 9), the circular and square sections
being represented by X=l.O for the ellipse and ree
tangle, respectively.

When testing airplanea and airplane models in wind
tunnels, it is often necessmy to locate the wing above
the horizontal center line of the jet; otherwise at larg
angles of attack the tail is too near the edge of the ai
stream. Numerical values of the do-ivnwaahresuIt@
from the bounday influence have hitherto not been
available for off-center positions of the wing. Further.

nore, the influence of the boundaries on the downwash
dind the wing in the region of the tail has been only
wiefly and approximately treated (reference 10). This
nformation is neceasmy for correcting wind-tunnel
iownwash measurements and elevator angles for flight
&. The theory has therefore been extended to show
the magnitude of the boundary influence on airfoils
kated above or below the horizontal center line of the
hmnel and the dependence of the magnitude of the
boundary influence on the distance aft of the wing.

The general problem for any wind tunnel in either
the two- or three-dimensional case is that of deter-
mining a stream fpnction which, added to that of the
Elow-produced by the airfoil, satisfiesthe conditions that
must exist at the boundaries of the air stream. The
effeot of the boundaries may then be replaced by this
@3am function and the bound~-induced velocity
computed for any point in the wind tunnel. The con-
ditions at the boundary of the closed tunnel may be
“xactly exprewed as a zero flow normal to the =iwills;
vhereasj the open-tunnel boundary condition closely
approximates one of constant pressure from the
piescent air around the jet.

In many of the case9 of practical importance the
solution may be sirnpliiied by the use of an external
mrangement of vortices that mirror the wing horseshoe
vortex in a mannar which satisfieathe speoiiied bound-
my c4mditiom3. The external image arrangements in
these cams are equivalent to the desired stream func-
tion.

The value of the interference at any point in a wind
tunnel i9 a function of many factors. Foremost among
these factors are: the relative size of the model and the
tunnel, the span loading of the airfoil, the test-sedion
shape and constraint, the position of the model in the
jet, and the relative location of the point investigated
to the airfoil position. Each of these variables has been
considered in the present study. The results are pr~
sented over a practical range of the ratio of the wing
vortex span to the tunnel width for both open and closed
tunnels. The SPW employed is not the geometric one
but is an effective span based on the assumption that
the wing vortex sheet rolls up into two trailing vortices
with a spacing of about 0.8 to 0.9 of the wing length.
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The correct ratio of effective to geometic span for tion of a unifokn loading over the effective span hnve
various @-pes of loading and aspect ratios is given in shown a close agreement with the calculations based
reference 2; however, sufficient accuracy for practical on the actual loading over the geometric span. This
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purposes is obttied by using a value of 0.8 for a assumption is therefore followed throughout the report
tapered and 0.85 for a rectanggar wing- Computations and it provides a simplification of the problem without
of theoretical boundary influence based on the w.ump- a sacr&e of accuracy.
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This analysis covers boundary influence on down-
wash for circular, square, 2:1 elliptical, and 2:1 rec-
tangular tunnels at the wing, and for square and 2:1
rectrmgdar tunnels in the region aft of the wing. The
wing positions analyzed are those on the center line
and 0.1 and 0.2 of the tunnel height above the center
of the jet.

BOUNDARYINFLUENCEAT THR AIRFOIL

EI.Hptioaltnnnel.-A general solution for the bound-
ary influence at the lifting line of an airfoil at any
position in an elliptical tunnel has been made by Tani
and Sanuki (reference 8). The numerical values of
the boundary-correction factor 3- were not given,
however, except for the case of the wing on the tunnel
center line.

I?ollowing the method of Tani and Sanuki, we may
write in the elliptical coordinates (~, ~), for the closed
elliptical tunnel,

[
6.=J- g’ e-%

dad ..1 n cosh nb
cosh%~l COS%’011

m II -n

1
(1)

+ZJ n ~%n#h%E1 S@ml

x

‘i

1 Y
b J

FIog8i? 2—0ffant8r IomtIon of akfoll in an eUIptlca3wind tunnel.

rind, for the open elliptical tunnel,

6.=
[

-J-2 s ‘-n’” Coshwl cos~m4a6 ..1 n sinh nb fn~
m !I

+g, ‘-’% Sinh%fl Sin%lql
n cosh n~ 1

in which a and c are, respectively, the major and minoI
semiaxes of the ellipse (fig. 2), and u is the ratio of the
span of the trailing vortices to the tunnel width (b=
2a). The symbol 2’ implies that only odd values of m
me to be summed and 2“ indicates the use of only ever
values of n. The usual boundary-correction factm
& is defined by

Aa.=6w gc.

in which 8 and O are the areas of the wing and tesl

section, respectively, and Aau is the induced downwad
rmgleat the lifting km of the wing due to the influenct
of the boundaries. The subscript w refers to the Iota
tion at the lifting line.

The elliptical coordinates ~ and q are related to the
‘rectangularcoordinates z and y as follows:

n which k is a constant required to preserve the scale
)f dimensions. The boundary ellipse is defined by
:=g,, so that

a=k cosh k
c=k sinh ~

]r

&=mth-l;

k= J=

rhe elliptical coordinates (/1, ~J of the vortex position
(ZI,yl) are given by

Y1Sinh &=-ksmq,
n which

p=+’-(?)’ “
Substitution of the foregoing values of a, ,s, and q,
n equations (1) and (2) permits the obtaining of the
mlues of & for the closed and open tunnels. The
]eriesconverges rapidly and the use of only the first ho
bermsis sufficient.

For an idnitely small airfoil, u approaches O and
>quations (1) and (2) reduce, for the closed tunnel, to

md for the open tunnel, to

The values of& are given in @ures 3 and 4 plotted
~ainst the distance of the airfoil from the center line
For the open and closed 2:1 elliptical tunnels. The
factom are the same for wing positions above and below
the center of the tunnel.

~cular tunnel.-The circular tunnel is a special case
of the elliptical tunnel in which the boundary-ellipse
parameter&oapproaches ~, and the values of& for the
circular tunnel may thus be computed from equations
(1) and (2). A simpler and more direct method of solu-
tion is revealed, however, by employing the inverse-
image method (fig. 5).

Let the effect of the vortex A. at a point z of the wing
be considered. Since the radius r equals ,/(x’-x)’+y”
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d-x
and cos a equals J(z’–z)’+y’~ ) the downward velocity

is
r (x’-z)

‘=iG (z’-z)~+y”

in which x’ and y’ are constants depending on the wing
position and tm&l radius, and ar~ given-by

$=$&

The total induced flow D over the span horn
md B is

both A

Letting ~ be the average induced velocity over the
-D ;

Span, z)=z and AG=V. To simplify, we m~y write
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Since u=~ and C=TR2, then

I?or an infinitely small airfoil the equation reduces to

‘“’a

The boundary-comection factors & for off-center
positions in the circ&r tunnel are given in figure 6.

!muBB6.—BoundarY+meatio nfootom atthealrfoil liftlng line fortheormn and
cla%d drcak tunnak The htW&iSPWitiVefOrth O dmiltmmlandm#ativa
for the OIMIL Alrfofl kmtfons are ahova or below the tnnnal anti Ihm

As a check, the values were computed by both the
methods described. Numerically, they are the same
for open and closed circular tunnels but are of positive
sign (upwash) for the closed and negative (dowmvaah)
for the open.

Rectangular tunnel.-The images that sati& the
boundary conditions of the rectangulsx tunnel are
arranged in a checkerboard pattern of vortices extend-
ing to infinity. The circulation strength of the images
corresponds to that of the airfoil. I?or the closed
tunnel the condition of zero veloci~ norhml to the
wall is satisfied by alternate horizontal rows of positive
and negative vortices (fig. 7); in the free jet the uniform-
pressure criterion is met by alternate verticil rows of
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positive and negative images (@g. 8). When the air-
foil is not on the tunnel center line, the pattern
becomes asymmetrical with regard to the origin, but
the boundary conditions are fulfilled if the wing vortex
is repeatedly reflected in the boundariw. I?igure
9 shows the pattern for the “dosed rectangular tunnel
with the wing above the tunnel center line. If the
images are divided into two superimposed groups, one
with origin at the airfoil on line A-A in figure 9
and the other with origin at the tit image B-B, two
synimetrical groups of images emerge with a vertical
spacing of twim the tunnel height. The problem of
determining the downwaah at the wing is simplified
and expedited since Theodomen (reference 6) gives
the equation for the group with the origin at the airfoil
(line A-A) directly as

(+$(–l)= log IS& g)] (3)

for the open tunnel, in which rl is the ratio of tunnel
width to the doubled height, and u is the ratio of the
~pan of the tip vortices to the tunnel width. If we
write

AaW,=6w~@L

the effective value of the jet area 0, owing to the
doubled effective tunnel height, becomes twice the
true ties and the values of&, horn equation (3) must
be halved for application to the true tunnel. Equation
(3) as written applies to the opm tunnd; the closed-
tunnel values are obtained by deleting from the sum-
mation the factor (–l)n, which takes into account the
signs of the vertical rows of images, the minus sign in
front being retained. It maybe remarked that, -where- “
as & for the open tunnel is the same as & for an open
tunnel of doubled height with the wing on the center
line, the same is not true of the closed tunnel, as may be
seen horn a study of the corrmponding image patterns.

There remains, then, the problem of computing the
flow over a span 2s at a distance y below the origin
(origin on line B-B) contributed by an infinite pattern
of vortices symmetrical about B–B and with vertical
spacing of twice the tunnel height. By the method 01

Theodorsen (reference 6), the velocity function for an
infinite vertical row of equidistant semi--te vortice9
at z=O maybe written as

in which o is the vertical velocity and 2h is the vertical
spacing of the images.
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At any value of the parameter y the stream function
from this row of semi-inilnite vortex filaments is evalu-
ated by integrating with respect to z. Thus

integrated

The result may now be extended to include two vertical
rows of vortices of opposite sigg at a distame 8 and

FIGURE &—Arrmgem entofthe imlrdtafmegermtt=n tO.@sfythe~ti
conditionsof the OPUIrectmd= tmmd.
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FIQUEE 9.—Arrangement of the imlnlte frnage Pttern to sntlsfy the bmndary
cmditfans for off-centi Iomtiormof the wing In a ckmd reotangnhutunnel.

—s from they axis. The stream function then becomes

~h 5r(Z+8)
—— Cosy

$= –:log
h (4) ‘

~sh T(z—s) w——COS —h h
The total verticrd flow may be detmmi.ned by adding
the eifect of all the double rows of vortices to infinity,
The contribution to the vertical flow of any double row
of vortices, say the nth, is numerically the same as the
vertical flow at the location of the nth row induced by ‘
the double- row at the origg. It is therefore only
necessary to calculate the flow induced by this double
row at the origg, between the limits

x=nb—s and z=nb+s
For the actual vertical flow at the first exterior row

]f vortices with center at z=b, the limits z=b—g and
c=b+s are substituted in equation (4). The vertical
low from this row is, disregarding sib-,

.
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For the nth double row, consequently

The entire vertical flow for all the rows from x= — m to + ~ becomes

m 1[ 1Gosh~(nb+2s) _Ws q co~h 7r(nb-2s) _ Cosg

D=–;
2[

log
h h h h

—m
( ‘Sh %Qos W

or & # in which $ represents the negative of the I

infinite sum. We may write

281’pT=~OLpvW

in which V is the velocity, p the density of the medium,
and 8 is the airfoil area. Simplifying,

~_c.vs——
4s

The angulnr deflection caused by the induced flow is
.

designated—
~DCJ3 s

‘a=T=xT%4s%+=%c=

or with bh= C, the cross-sectionalarea of the jet;

~=r, the ratio of the tunnel width to height; and u

equals the ratio of vortex span 2s to the tunnel width
b; the final rwult for the group with origin at B-B
may be written for the open tunnel

—-

Zlm 1 11cosh m(n+ a)+COS2z-r~ cosh -(n— u)+COS 27rr$

%=-= (–1)’log J
/ ~\2 (5)

—m

The summation converges rapidly and the terms for I
values of n greater than 2 are negligible. The same
equation applies for the closod tunnel except that the
factor (– I)n is omitted and the sign before the expres-
sion becomes positive.

I?or an infinitely small wing, equations (3) and (5)
reduce to

~ ~ >, ~1,:(
UT 1

61=–— –— . ,
)

~6n-&(–o”&J=-~r
[Ml

The total boundary-correction factor at the airfoil
is

&=&+6q (6)

By means of the foregoing equations the correction
factora & have been computed over a practical range
of span ratios and wing positions for the square and 2:1
rectangular turmelswith open and closed test sections.
‘1’heseresults are presented in figures 10 to 13, inclusive.

(Gosh‘+cos 2m;)
Wq locations and effective spans are expressed as
fractions of the tunnel width b.

BOUNDARYINFLUENCEAFT OF THE AIRFOILIN
RECTANGULARTUNNELS

Thus far consideration has been given only to the
conditions at a plane through the lifting line of the
wing, where the transverse portion of the horseshoe
vortex representing the effect of the wing does not
affect the boundary condition and the problem reduces
to that of iinding the effect of vortices extending from
zero to infinity in only one direction. If the induced
vertiwil velocity due to the boundary interference
were constant along the tunnel &s, the only effect of
the interference would be to change the general direc-
tion of the air stream with respect to the airplane and
balance system without in any way changing the local
flow over the airplane for any given attitude with
respect to the relative wind. The tunnel-wall inter-
ference, however, is not constant along the tunnel
axis. The variation of boundary influence with dis-
tance downstream causes the tail of the airplane to be
operating at a diflerent angle of attack than it would
in free air for the same angle of the wing to the relative
wind, the discrepancy being equal b the difference in
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the induced angle of flow at the wing and tail. The
tail surface also acts as an airfoil aflecting the boundary
conditions but the tail area is so small that this effect
may be neglected.

At any cross-sectional plane behind the lifting line,
the influence of the horseshoe vortex system at the
tunnel boundary diifers from that at the wing owing
to the transverse and longitudinal segments of the
wing horseshoe vortex system that extend between
the wing and this plane. The longitudinal vortices
downstream from the plane may still be considered to
be of infinite length. A corrwponding variation in
the influence of the imagea is required in order that the
boundary conditions may be satisfied.

FIOUBk3 14.-Threo4fmemlonal Wr2nment OfW@ and fIIU?@VOlifCI?Sto @kfY
the boundary wndftions 2ft of the afrfoil fcuthe orwxirwtangnlar tmmel.

No simple extension of the image system has been
found for the circular or elliptical tunnels that satisfies
the boundary conditions at all points. For the rec-
tangular tunnel, it can easily be seen that the boundary
condition is satisfied at all points by the same system
of images as in the two-dimensional problem, each pair
of vortices including a transverse segment to make it a
complete image of the horseshoe vortex representing
the wing (fig. 14). At an infinite distance behind the
airfoil, the induced velocities from the transverse
images become zero and the total induced velocity
from the longitudinal branches, which may then be
considered as extending to iniinity in both fore and
aft directions, reaches twice the value at the wing.

If the increment of induced angle at points behind
the wing be designated Aa~, the total influauce at any
Iocmtionfrom the boundaries is

AaT=A~ -1-AaA

in which A% is the value at the wing, horn the fore-
going discussion of downflow at the lifting line.

If the origin of coordinattw is chosen at the center
of the airfoil lifting line with the z axis coincident wi”ti
the horizontal axis of the jet, they axis along the span,

and the z axis vertical, a doubly iniinite seriesof images
is located at points y=mb and z=nh for a redangular
tunnel of breadth 6 and height h (&g. 14). The vari-
ables m and n aasumeall positive and negative integral
values except (O, O).

Although the pattern is infinite, the images adjacent
to the tunnel boundaries are the most effective and the
first two rows of images exterior to the tunnel bounda-
ries ordinarily contribute more than 90 percent of the
induced flow. The validi~ of this statement is demon-
strated by the rapidity with which the series repre-
senting the effects of consecutive rows converge and
by computations showing the negligible contributions
horn the exterior rows.

The method followed in this paper has therefore
been to determine exactly and individually the induced
vertical veloci@ from each vortex in the tit two
exterior double rows of imaga and to sum the effects
of the remaining rows to idinity by au approximate
method dponstrated in reference 10.

For the additiomd vertical velocity w*, at a point
(z, O, O) contributed by an image with oircuIation r
located at (y, z), we may readily write

( )w“=&*@ @:@+@+@ (7)

Since

~ =cLv~

48
and ~=AaA1

+=- ‘

and

()
4m., CJ3&YA1=~ 16TS

If
h=M and C=ti’ .

()
4~~ Ab*~

AaAl= 16T8 &.

which may be written

Aa~l=6Al~CL

therefore

()
y U*

6AI= 167rs

( ‘)
If the term 47 be evaluated by equation (7) for

each of the vortices in the iirst two exterior double rows,
with positive fiign for image9 that create upflow in the
tunnel and negative for those inducing dowdowj we
may express the correction factor that accurately repre-
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sents more than 90 percent of the interference flow as

(8)

For the remaining rows to infinity the equation for the
closed tunnel may be written by the approximate
method of reference 10 as

and for the open tunnel

(9)

(lo)

The assumptions are made that the wipg may be rep-
r-ented by a doublet at the center of the jet and that
the distances to the exterior vortice3 are large com-
pared with the span 2s and the distance along the asis z,
Positive values of A%, indicate upflow in the tunnel

If the terms in the brackets of equations (9) and
(10) are denoted by+, then

or
sAaA,=&@’L

and
. ~A @

‘=!ZT

The total increment of induced angle behind the airfoil
is

ACYd=Aa*l+Aa*2
therefore

~d=~d~+fiA*

The values of adin terms of the wing correction & are
presented in figures 15 tQ 26 for the ope~ and closed
square tunnels and for the 2:1 rectanguk tunnels.
They cover a practical ramgeof wing and tail positions
in the test section. The wing positions and distances
to the reax axe given as fractions of the tunnel breadth
b. The tail heights for a particular wing height corre-
spond to the positions that the tail occupies over a
range of angles of attack of the airplane thrust axis.

Although no theoretical solution has been made, it
is believed that the values of 6~16Wfor the square and the

2:1 rectangular tunnels apply to the circular and 2:1
elliptical tunnels, respectively, with an accuraoy sufEci-
ent for practical use.

A special case of some interest is that of a wing at
the center and extending through the walls of a closed
rectangular tunnel. For this case there are no tr~w
vortices and therefore there is no induced vertical
velocib at the plane of the wing due to boundary
interference. There is, however, an interference at
downstream points from the images of the transverse
vortex and, since this interference varies with distance
along the tunnel, there is an effective curvature of the
air stream.

Since a wing spanning a closed rectanguk tunnel
may be considered the same as an infinitely long wing
between an upper and lower boundary, the image
system consists simply of a single vertical row of inihite
transverse vortices of a.h%rnatingsigns with a verticnl
spacing equal to the height of the tunnel. The vertical
veloci@ due tQ the nth image vortex above the wing
at any point z downstream from the airfoil lifting line
and z above the center of the tunnel is

r (–1)’%
‘= –Tm (nh–z)*+z’

The total induced velocity is that from dl the vortices
fromn=-w ton =+CO except the one at n= O,whichis
that of the wing itself. Or,

w=——
[

“ (–1)%
1

——
L g (nh-z)’+a$ Z&

(11)

If only points along Me center of the tunnel are of
interest, z=O and (11) reduces to

L 1
w=–; %&l)’+-:

which can be expressed very simply as

(See reference 5.)

“vS ~d Aa=~Putting r=~

‘ad=-w=h-a
‘A=-+(sa-%)

If c is the chord of the airfoil

AaA=6A;CL=~A;CL
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The values of ~. are plotted against distance down- ‘
trerun in iigure 27. They me small as compared with
he corrections obtained for iinite wings. It may be
loted that these corrections are independent of the
@h&breadth ratio of the tunnel and may be used for
dosed rectangular tunnels of any dimensions.

It is expected that these mndte for the boundary
nfluence behind the wing will check experimental
wsulta for closed rectangukw tunnels. k the csse of
)pen tunnels, however, the problem is not so deii.nite
]ecause other factors, such as the proximity to and
hape of the exit cone, may seriously altar the flow
)ehind the w@. Thus it is desirable to verify the
nilidity of the results for any given open tunnel.

LANGLEY MEMOmALAIIRONAUOAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMmED FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANCILFIYl?IELD,VA., June I?8, 1936.
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